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Outline
1. What might be wrong with the system?
2. Distinctives & tools of a systems thinking
perspective.
3. A case study – doing strategy in healthcare
using a systems perspective.
4. Embedding a systems approach into
consultancy.
Opportunities to discuss, comment and ask
questions….
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Why the pressure……..?
• Jot down a list of reasons you think may be
contributing to the pressure on the NHS reported
in the media over recent months;
• Agree with your neighbour what the top three
might be……….
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Feed back and discussion
• What’s the most ‘popular’ explanation?
• Are some more significant than others?
• What connections are there between the
suggestions?
• Are there significant points of ‘leverage’?
• How would you tackle the situation:

✓ Make a list, prioritise and take one at time?
✓ Try things out – experiment and let a thousand flowers
bloom?
✓ Develop a blue-print and apply ‘top-down’?
✓ Others…….
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The distinctives and tools of a
systems perspective

A few books and contexts
that have influenced me……..
The list is long, but those that you might say have
‘shaped’ my thinking have been:
•

Thinking in Systems, D H Meadows, (2008) – Chelsea

•
•

Systems thinking, M C Jackson, (2003) – Wiley;
The Fifth Discipline, P Senge, (1990) – Century Business.

•

15 years of being part of the International System
Dynamics community, including making contributions to
conferences through papers and talks;
An MBA at Durham in the mid-90’s and an MA in Applied
Professional Ethics from Leeds in 2014/15.

Green;

Along with:

•
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What are the distinctives of
systems thinking?
• Dynamic thinking: positioning your issue as part of a
pattern of behaviour that has developed over time;
• ‘System-as-cause’: constructing a model (qualitative or
quantitative) to explain how the problem behaviour
arises;
• ‘Forest’ thinking: seeing the ‘big picture’ and taking a
more ‘on average’ view of the system;
• ‘Operational’ thinking: analysing how things actually
work, the cause and effect relationships, and how
performance is actually being generated.
© www.thewholesystem.co.uk
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The distinctives of systems
thinking (contd)
• ‘Closed-loop’ thinking: moving away from laundry
lists of exacerbating factors and describing the
‘feedback loops’ that interact to create the
performance of the system;
• ‘Quantitative’ thinking: quantifying not just the hard
data but also the soft variables that are operating in
the system;
• ‘Scientific’ thinking: using models to discard
falsehoods not just to ascertain ‘the truth’.
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Characteristics – refined in
the ‘heat’ of consultancy
• Engagement – combining mental models and
aligning language;

• Modelling the issue not the data – but an agent for
improved data capture and quality;
• Understanding delays and feedback as
fundamental contributors to system dynamics;
• A learning process – iterative and ‘experimental’,
embedded in a strategic approach that reflects an
improvement cycle and ‘action research’………
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Tools….
• Not stand alone, but we’ll cover:
• Causal loop diagrams;
• System Dynamics (stock and flow) modelling;

• The ‘human’ side……
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Tools – influence diagrams
A simple example……..
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What are they good for?
• Used to elicit system structure and behaviour;
• Understand ‘causality’ and points of influence;
• Simple language, rich pictures, strengths in
uncovering people’s different perspectives on an
issue;
• Used to align thinking and/or to act as the ‘story’
within which actions and interventions are
developed.
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Example: Training the
medical workforce
• What is the ‘issue’ being explored?
• How do you decide how many training posts you
commission today for tomorrow’s workforce
requirements?
• Current policy reflects a ‘one out, one in’ for training so as
to maintain current levels of supply – plus occasional ‘one
off’ adjustments to respond to specific identified needs;
• National training requirements needed to be
complemented by well-constructed local ‘bottom-up’
plans to reflect regional variation.

The Whole Systems Partnership
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For example: training the
medical workforce
A system in balance:
Medics in
training

Target medics
in training

s

o
Gap in
trainees
Delay
s

1. As trainees complete their
training a gap occurs
between actual and
required training posts –
trainees go up, gap goes
down

B

2. New trainees are recruited
– gap goes up, recruits
goes up

New trainees
recruited

3. The number of people in
training returns to the
required level – recruits
goes up trainees goes up
4. If the target changes the
number in training adjusts
accordingly – a system in
balance

The Whole Systems Partnership
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Training the medical
workforce
A simple systems model:

A system in balance:

The modelling logic reflects
the policy so that the number
of Medical trainees matches
the target

The Whole Systems Partnership
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Training the medical
workforce
s
Delay

Medics in
training s

o

Gap in
trainees

Delay

Consultants
in post
o
Gap in
consultants

B

1. A new policy is introduced to
recruit trainees on the basis of
future needs for consultants
2. If the gap in consultants grows
more trainees are recruited
3. Which results in more
consultants coming into post
4. Which closes the gap in the
number of consultants – after a
delay........

B
New trainees
recruited
s

The Whole Systems Partnership

Target for
consultants

s
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Training the medical
workforce
The modelling logic expands
to reflect the new policy driver

The Whole Systems Partnership
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Training the medical
workforce
But system behaviour starts
to become complex due to
delays and feedback.......

The Whole Systems Partnership

1. Current equilibrium has 100
trainees and 200
consultants
2. If future need for
consultants rises to 240 the
number of trainees rises,
followed by an increase in
consultants
3. However, delays and
feedback within the system
mean that there continues
to be under & overshoot
over subsequent time
periods
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Training the medical
workforce
In a scenario of reducing
demand for consultants (say to
160) a similar but opposite
behaviour is revealed

The Whole Systems Partnership
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Training the medical
workforce
• In addition, training the right number of
consultants is influenced by:
• Demographic and epidemiological changes in the
population;
• Changes in service models, medical advances and new
treatments;
• Changes in the make-up of the medical workforce
including participation rates, male/female breakdown,
retirement expectations etc.

The Whole Systems Partnership
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Tools – system dynamics
modelling
• System Dynamics modelling is the ‘tool of choice’
when:

✓ The scope of an issues is ‘strategic’ rather than
operational or tactical;
✓ The importance of variability or tracking individuals
within a system is low;
✓ The number of entities is large;
✓ When control over the system is exerted through rates
rather than queues;
✓ When timescales are relatively long;
✓ When the purpose is to inform policy making and to
gain understanding about a system.
Ref: Brailsford et al, Discrete-Event Simulation and System
Dynamics for Management Decision making, (2014), Wiley
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Stock and Flow Notation
General Structure

Source or Sink (Model Boundary)

Valve (Flow Regulator)

Example
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Examples
Stocks, Flows Converters and Connectors
£/month

£

£

£/year

£/WTE

WTE

Converter as ‘input’
WTE/month
£/week

£/week

£

Converter used to ‘convert’

£/week

Converter as ‘scorekeeper’
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For example
• You have a primary care system in which it is difficult to fill GP
Partner vacancies;
• You can attract salaried GPs – and Advanced Practitioners can also
make a significant contribution to meeting the needs of complex
patients;
• Currently the ‘mix’ between GP Partners, Salaried GPs and ANPs is
67/18/16 respectively (allowing for rounding);
• The model takes account of the current age profile of these three
groups of staff, and the ages at which people join and leave the
workforce;
• What annual recruitment requirement is there if you were to
change the ‘mix’ of these three staff groups whilst containing costs
– and how sensitive is the system to changes in the age profiles at
recruitment and retirement.
24

The model structure
Modeling change over time

Calculating the gap
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Internal model feedback –
closing the gap, matching
the desired change
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‘External’ feedback
– learning from
model outputs

The model interface
Navigation to
other model
assumptions

FTE output
over time
Simulation
options

Workforce
actions
each year

www.thewholesystem.co.uk/systems-thinking-modelling/wspbespoke-stella-models/general-practice-advanced-skill-simulator/
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Key model assumptions
Percentage of
each age band,
by professional
group, that will
retire before
progressing to
the next

Age profile
for new
recruits

Brief demonstration……
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Behavioural elements
• System dynamics is part of a ‘family’ of modelling and
simulation approaches, normally described as ‘OR’
(Operational Research);
• OR has a track record of being highly mathematical:

“Most operational research and management science
courses focus on the ‘physics’ of factories and other systems
and teach how to find optimal policies; people play little role
in these models, and where they appear they are usually
assumed to be the perfectly rational, self-interested
maximisers central to economics.”
Prof John Sterman, MIT (2016)
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Within and without…
How are human behaviours reflected within
the model, e.g.
• The gradual adoption of new working
practices;
• Is the model logic about competition or
collaboration?
• Are we missing the ‘soft’, but
nevertheless ‘real’ stuff that makes the
system work?

What behaviours are present when
we ‘engage’ with a model?
• Do we trust the data;
• The ‘not invented here’ syndrome;
• ‘I don’t do physics’!
• ‘Just tell me the answer’!

Failure here will mean our
models lose validity because
they don’t properly reflect
the real world.

Failure here will mean our
models don’t influence our
decisions and therefore fail to
make a difference.
After Kunc et al, Behavioral operational
research, (2016), Palgrave Macmillan.
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An example – putting
Trust in your models
• Our hypothesis:
✓That taking measures to improve the level of
trust between patients and staff during
recovery from treatment will speed up recovery
– and have wider system benefits....
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The system – an overview
o

Admissions
for treatment

s
B
o
s

Emergency
admissions

o
Savings

Cost of
recovery
support

s

Number of
people in
recovery

o
People
waiting for
treatment

s

R
Complications
arising during
time waiting for
treatment

B

Investment
in treatment
capacity

s

Recovery
time

o

o
Length of
time waiting
for treatment

s
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s

Measures to increase
Trust between the
patient and recovery
staff

Modelling the impact of
Trust on the wider system
• Let’s assume that:
• There is a simple treatment pathway with people
waiting, being treated and then recovering from their
treatment:
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Modelling the impact of
Trust on the wider system
• And further that:
• The level of trust between the patient and recovery
staff will affect time to recovery in the following way:
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Modelling the impact of
Trust on the wider system
• And further that:
• The cost of supporting a person during recovery is £200pw;
• That there is a decision to re-invest half of this in treatment capacity
through retraining of staff;




That this reduces the waiting
time to treatment, which has
a relationship with the % of
people who require an
emergency admission during
the time to wait in the
following way;
And that each saved
emergency admission would
have cost £2,400.
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System benefits
• If the treatment pathway has 23 people entering each week and
sufficient staff to maintain the system in equilibrium at the outset,
with an initial waiting time to treatment of 8 weeks and normal
recovery taking 4 weeks then....
Emergency
admissions reduce
from 3 to 2 a week

Average waiting
time reduces from 8
to 7 weeks

Annualised savings
to the system
approach £170,000
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Measuring trust and other
relational elements
• WSP has recently completed a two-year research
project with Leeds University to identify behaviours

that reflect the nature of relationships between
people in a particular system;
• These behaviours reflect the attributes of:

✓Integrity, respect, fairness, empathy and trust;
✓Together these build into ’relational value’ – something
that contributes to the overall system behaviour;
✓Just as in quantum physics, the ‘stuff in-between’ has an
important role to play.
Further information at www.thewholesystem.co.uk/relational-thinking/research/
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Questions and discussion –
the distinctives and tools of a
systems approach
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Doing strategy in healthcare
using a systems perspective
Case study

Case study 1 – the West
Kent capacity model
The key issue:

What is the capacity requirement across health
and social care for the frail older population of
West Kent over the next 5-10 years in the
context of local strategy and underlying
demographic pressures?
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What’s included?
Capacity to support people at difference levels and stages
of need that can overlap and will impact on each other
through substitution, delaying or providing
alternatives……
Acute beds for
unscheduled
admissions

Intermediate
care ‘beds’

Community
hospital beds

Specialist end
of life care
support

‘Village model’
beds

Extended
support at
home

Extra care
housing
Short term
social care
‘beds’
40

Specialist EMI
beds
Long term
residential
care

Model ‘dynamic’ – the
cascade
Acute sector functions:
a = emergency treatment
b = assessment
c = treatment
d = specialist rehab
[e = recovery]

Unscheduled
admissions to
hospital for the >50’s
Demographic
changes driven by
rise in the frailty
population

a

b

c

d

e
Specialist EMI
capacity

Community
hospitals
Support at end
of life

Village model
bed capacity
Other demand drivers:
• Dementia prevalence
• Historic trends
• Potential impact of early
prevention

Intermediate care
can be provided to
support a range of
transitions to
appropriate levels of
support

Short term
support at
home

Low level
support from
vol. sector

Long term
support at
home
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Long term
care

Extra care
housing

The acute sector
• Uses 2014/15 rate of admissions for unscheduled admissions
for West Kent CCG patients – modified going forward by a
frailty demand driver;
• The basic structure of this part of the model reflects the
care functions of:
•
•
•
•

Assessment (after any emergency treatment at the front door);
Treatment;
Specialist rehabilitation; and
An additional ‘extended stay’ equivalent to recovery and awaiting stepdown;

• Uses the concept of non-qualified patients (NQ) and
allows for different assumptions about alternatives to be
explored.
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Assumptions derived from the
data for the acute pathway
LOS:

Service function carried out
Admissions with a length of stay
within the broad groupings
(total = 22,370 in 2014/15)
% of patients discharged before
progressing to next period of stay
Average length of stay for each
group
Number of occupied beds
(total = 413)

0-1 days

2-4 days

5-18 days
Specialist
rehabilitation

19+ days
Extended/
delayed

Assessment

Treatment

9,200

4,557

6,466

2,147

41.1%

34.6%

75.1%

100%

1 day

3 days

11 days

29 days

93
(23%)

72
(17%)

189
(46%)

59
(14%)

In words….
1.
2.
3.

4.

There were 22,370 unscheduled admissions for >65yr olds in 2014/15.
9,200 (41.1%) of these stayed in hospital for <2 days (on average 1 day) and occupied 93 (23%) of the beds for this client group,
primarily undergoing assessment.
4,557 stayed between 2-4 days and were predominantly receiving treatment with an average total length of stay of 3 days.
34.6% of these people were discharged before the fifth day and they occupied 72 (17%) of beds for this client group.
Etc……..
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The model structure
Assessment

Treatment

Sp rehab

Waiting

Baseline discharges
after each phase
Additional NQ
discharges possible
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Options to explore using
the model
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Illustrative output with
default assumptions
Cumulative scenarios:
1.= do nothing
2.= addition assessment capacity
3.= admission avoidance
4.= alternatives for NQ patients
5.= a healthier population

April
2014

April
2016

Occupied
beds at
April 2014
= 414

April
2019

April
2024

Alternative April 2019
positions:

Alternative April 2024
positions:

1.= 481 occupied
2.= 463 occupied
3.= 425 occupied
4.= 354 occupied
5.= 336 occupied

1.= 553 occupied
2.= 535 occupied
3.= 485 occupied
4.= 396 occupied
5.= 347 occupied
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beds
beds
beds
beds
beds

beds
beds
beds
beds
beds

Rehabilitation and
support ‘out of hospital’
• Covers a range of options:
•
•
•
•

Community hospitals;
Intermediate care at home;
Recovery and recuperation;
Short term social care support.

• Can be a mix of beds and non-bed provision;
• Community hospitals can be the recipient of patients
who are NQ in acute, but also have their own NQ
patients who could be supported elsewhere.
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Options to explore using the
model
Cumulative scenarios:
1.= do nothing
2.= NQ patients cascade to community hospitals
3.= NQ patients from community hospitals
4.= a healthier population

Alternative April 2019 & 2024 positions
(initially 56 occupied beds):
1.= 64 and then 73 beds required
2.= 91 and then 106 beds required
3.= 63 and then 70 beds required
4.= 62 and then 67 beds required
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The further cascade…..
• The NQ ‘cascade’ identifies people with other needs
including:
• Recuperation and assessment for ongoing support;
• Short term social care support;
• Intermediate care (in addition to those requiring community hospital
support).

• The impact of the combined scenarios is not insignificant……
Additional requirements from current:

April 2019

April 2024

Recovery and recuperation

143

167

Intermediate care case load (outside of
Community Hospitals)

98

118

Short term social care for assessment

74

86
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The social care dimension
• Long term care for older people across West Kent (self and
LA funded) amounts to c.3,250 occupied beds – but the need
for this type of capacity will vary in the light of:
• Developing early support in partnership with the independent and voluntary
sector to slow progression toward long term care and improve
independence and choice;
• Extending support at home for people with high levels of need, thus slowing
or avoiding progression to residential care;
• Developing alternatives such as extra care housing that have the potential
to substitute for some of the residential care capacity.

• However, there remains a need to meet the needs of people
with nursing care needs and who have high level dementia
needs.
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The social care model
sector
Higher level need

Extra care housing
(often with support)
Low or moderate
levels of need

Long term care sector:
• Residential
• Residential EMI
• Nursing
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Options to explore using
the model
Early support to maintain
independence and choice

Extending support at home for
people with higher level of need

The impact of realising
targets for ECH capacity
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Illustrative output

Baseline

2019

2024

Residential

981

821

674

Additional support at home

N/A

400

450

Extra care housing (some with support)

108

393

607

Residential with EMI

660

798

1,024

1,608

1,641

1,839

Nursing
53

Putting it all together for
2019……
Using the ‘combined scenario’ including the
‘cascade’ & demographic uplift:

More

Less

Acute beds

63

Community hospital beds

51

Intermediate care capacity at home

98

Specialist palliative care support at home

60

Short term social care support for assessment

74

Recovery and recuperation

143

Long term social care support

450

Extra care housing places

391

Residential care home places

2

2

Residential EMI care home places

43

Nursing home places

298

602

Notes:
1. This increase could be possibly be addressed through reduced lengths of stay.
2. It is possible that there is overlap between these elements of support that needs to be understood
in terms of the care functions they provide.
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Using the model
• Using the model as a companion in understanding the
system:
• What bed capacity is needed in the community;
• Exploring the financial implications of different scenarios;
• Reviewing the acute sector assumptions with clinical input – securing
wider ownership, insight and richer learning;
• Reviewing the social care dynamic within the model;
• Developing the data-linkage opportunities to improve model
assumptions;
• Testing the model for sensitivities;
• Comparing model outputs in the early years with actual system
behaviour.
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Embedding systems thinking
in an improvement approach
• Systems thinking and modelling are not technical,
silo’d activities but tools for the journey;
• Some expertise has to be developed, but without
engagement models can quickly lose the
opportunity for impact;
• Start small, use often, gain people’s confidence,
stop before the model becomes a ‘black box’;
• Model the system not the data – be persistent,
take risks!
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A typical consultancy engagement
using systems modelling
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop an understanding of the system you will be addressing,
particularly the key issues and the ‘stories’ people tell, plus some ‘to
hand’ data that will enable you to scale the system.
Prepare a ‘concept map’ for what you will model, either a flowdiagram or an influence map, or both, and share – ideally in a
group/workshop environment.
Construct a prototype for the model with key data – further focussed
engagement to inform model assumptions is likely to be necessary.
Share the prototype, test the assumptions, gain ownership and
gather further intelligence – once again, best done in a
workshop/group environment.
Refine the model in the light of engagement and prepare for use.
Bring stakeholders together to use the model in a learning style,
exploring assumptions, policies and options.
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The systems learning
cycle…
1. Model conceptualisation

2. Model development

Insights

Initial
specification and
data collection

Issue
definition
Stakeholder
Engagement

Model use

The ST
learning
cycle

Data quality
issues
identified

Prototype
model
development

Data &
evidence gaps
identified

Testing with
stakeholders

Insights
Validation of
model

4. Model validation and use

Refinement
of data
requirements

Insights

3. Model refinement
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Systems modelling within a
strategic process
• The process of model building develops corporate/system-wide
understanding – the ‘organisational memory’ that survives the coming
and going of individuals;
• It is best undertaken periodically as part of a process of learning and
improvement:
✓ Does the model still reflect our ‘direction of travel’?
✓ Is it consistent/does it reflect with our strategic objectives?
✓ Is the ‘trajectory’ of change suggested by the model being experienced in our
implementation?
✓ Is the system producing the expected outcomes?

• If the answer to any of these is ‘no’ (absolute or ‘qualified’), then the
model will need reviewing and updating – it remains useful for as long
as the initial key issue remains;
• Models do grow old and need replacing – so learn when you need to
reconceptualise the system and start again.
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Embedding systems thinking
in an improvement cycle
Vision building
and goal setting

Evaluation

Evidence that
improves data and
model assumptions

The ST
learning
cycle

Insights that improve
system understanding

Implementation
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Strategy
development

Why the pressure……..?
• Would you change your views about what’s
contributing to pressures in the NHS?
• Have you changed your thinking about how you
might go about understanding, and potentially
resolving these issues?
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Thank you
Peter.lacey@thewholesystem.co.uk
www.thewholesystem.co.uk
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